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Look around? What’s the
problem? Do you see any
faces?

             



overview

Needfinding

Solution

Design 
Process

How it 
works

Next steps



Students across the board are 
currently struggling with 
engagement, motivation, and 
accountability.  



Meet Yos Freshman at 
MIT 

Attending 
school virtually

Finds it difficult to build 
community online



We were amazed to realize how much 
more he would rather do work on his 
own than schedule a time with 
friends. It would be game-changing 
to make studying less of a solitary 
activity. 



empathy map



         HMW statements



            solution ideation



                          final ideas



How might we encourage
students to prefer studying 
with friends over studying 
in solitude?



  solution



Build an engaging 
community
around asynchronous 
learning that people are 
excited to join.



key features

Attend asynchronous
lecture watch parties



key features

Interact with your friends in 
the chat and class discussion



key features

Connect with friends by 
sending and receiving lecture invites



key AI insight

lecturely leverages AI to suggest 
smart pausing and concept checks



  design journey



Lo-fi Prototype: Balsamiq

Low Fi 

(1 screenshot per evolution)

● Buttons don’t match function 
●



Med-fi Prototype #1 





Med-fi Prototype #2





Med-fi Prototype #3





  UI



task 1

motivation: find a 
way to create an 
account and connect 
with relevant lecture 
content



task 1

sign up for your 
classes and navigate 
to your dashboard



task 1 

sign up for your 
classes and navigate 
to your dashboard



task 2

motivation: build 
your community, 
interact with your 
friends, and schedule 
lecture watch parties



task 2

accept your pending 
invites and create 
your own watch party 
invite



task 2

accept your pending 
invites and create 
your own watch party 
invite



task 3

motivation: learn with 
your community and 
make asynchronous 
learning a more 
engaging experience



task 3

participate in the 
lecture and interact 
with the class 
questions and 
discussion



task 3

participate in the 
lecture and interact 
with the class 
questions and 
discussion



demo



next steps

Add more core 
functionalities Build an MVP

Pilot in multiple 
universities

Scale across 
post-secondary 

institutions

Add functionality 
for lecture 

analysis



  summary



key innovation 

A platform that allows you to watch recorded 

lectures together with friends and discuss topics in 

a more comfortable setting



A platform that allows you to watch recorded 

lectures together with friends and discuss topics in 

a more comfortable setting





impact 

more 

accountability, 

motivation, 

engagement 
new way to learn and teach!  



accountability, 

motivation,

engagement.

The new way to learn and teach!  
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Feel free to contact us at {dae783, elenawa, jtwagner, panzaldo}@stanford.edu
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